Reflection Prompt Cards

These cards offer reflection prompts that may be used to assist your group in debriefing their service experience. They are intended to be conversation starters in which a participant chooses one (either spread on the floor or chosen from a stack) and offers a response to the group, continuing with each participant.

They can also be used to guide group conversation (with 3-4 selected by the leader), as prompts for a reflection journal (or other written reflection), or questions to inspire other creative reflection methods.

The cards can be printed on any 8.5” x 11” paper or cardstock (and then cut in half).
FEEL
What feelings or emotions have I experienced?

WONDER
What am I thinking or wondering about?
HUH?
What am I wrestling with or confused about?

AWE
Where have I sensed God’s presence?
FAITH
How is my faith being strengthened or challenged?

AHA!
What new insights have I had?